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The Markets
Stocks recovered some ground last week and then stumbled over unemployment.
Major U.S. stock indices faltered Friday after the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reported on
a popular ‘lagging’ economic indicator – unemployment. (Remember, lagging indicators
describe what has happened in the past.) The BLS reported:
“The unemployment rate remained at 3.7 percent in October, and the number of
unemployed persons was little changed at 6.1 million. Over the year, the unemployment
rate and the number of unemployed persons declined by 0.4 percentage point and 449,000,
respectively.”
Reuters reported the number of Americans receiving unemployment benefits was at the
lowest level in 45 years. That’s good news, but it’s old news. Again, unemployment is a
lagging indicator and the report reflected what happened in October.
The stock market, on the other hand, is a ‘leading’ economic indicator. It moves in response
to investors’ expectations for the future – and recent gyrations suggest investors aren’t
certain what to think. Barron’s Daren Fonda wrote, “The market’s 6.9 percent slide in
October and the stock averages’ wild swings are testing everyone’s mettle.”
Economists are uncertain about what’s to come, too. Kevin L. Kliesen, in an Economic
Synopses on the St. Louis Federal Reserve website, wrote, “Historically, a trough in the
unemployment rate also tends to be a reliable predictor of a business recession…an
economic analyst is nonetheless never sure that a trough has occurred. Indeed, the
unemployment rate can move up and down over the expansion.”
There is one thing many analysts think is likely. They expect the Federal Reserve to increase
the Fed funds rate so the U.S. economy does not overheat. Paul Kiernan at The Wall Street
Journal reported, “Robust hiring and wage gains last month leave the Federal Reserve all but
certain to raise interest rates in December and on course to continue gradually lifting them
next year.”

Higher interest rates are expected to keep inflation in check by slowing economic growth.
Despite Friday’s stumble, major U.S. stock indices finished the week higher.

HERE’S AN UNEXPECTED RETIREMENT SAVING TRICK. If you’re concerned your adult
children are not saving enough for retirement, send them a photo of themselves that’s
altered so they appear to be older, perhaps age 60 or 70. (You can do this for yourself, too.)
One reason Americans don’t begin saving early enough, or save as much as they should for
retirement, is ‘present bias.’ When asked to choose between two possible rewards, research
shows that people tend to choose the one that will be received sooner.
For instance, imagine you have chocolate and fruit salad. Which will you choose to eat today
and which will you choose to eat next week? Researchers found that 83 percent of people
chose chocolate today and fruit salad next week.
Try this one.
You can watch one movie today and another movie tomorrow. Your choices include
‘Anchorman,’ ‘Clear and Present Danger,’ ‘The Piano,’ and ‘Schindler’s List.’ What movie will
you watch today? Which will you watch tomorrow?
Researchers found a higher percentage of participants chose to watch lighter films on the
day they were asked and more intellectually taxing films later.
When presented with the choice to vacation today or save for retirement, it’s little surprise
many people choose the former. The rewards associated with retirement are often far into

the future. As a result, until a person is within a decade or so of retirement, it’s easy to
rationalize spending on other things and not setting aside money for the future.
There is a way to overcome present bias. When people ‘get to know’ their older selves by
spending time looking at altered photos, they tend to save more for the future.
Weekly Focus – Think About It
“If we now care little about ourselves in the further future, our future selves are like future
generations. We can affect them for the worse, and, because they do not now exist, they
cannot defend themselves. Like future generations, future selves have no vote, so their
interests need to be specially protected. Reconsider a boy who starts to smoke, knowing and
hardly caring that this may cause him to suffer greatly fifty years later. This boy does not
identify with his future self.”
--Derek Parfit, British philosopher
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